
VINTAGE

The Vintage:

The Accolades:

The Winemaker:

1978

Hot, dry.

3 Gold,  7 Silver,  11 Bronze

Rod Bourchier

Deep cherry red, some tawny hues.  Fragrant sweet lifted fruit with some integrated volatile acid complexity.  The palate
is medium bodied with ripe, sweet licorice characters and long fine tannins.

COLIN HAYES
Colin Hayes is one of Australia’s greatest racehorse trainers and
studmasters.  His close association with Yalumba has extended over 30
years with him training over 250 winners for Wyndham Hill Smith.  In
1965, Colin formed a syndicate including Wyndham’s family, to
purchase “Lindsay Park” from Sir Keith Angas.  Lindsay Park is of
special significance to Yalumba as it was there that our founder,
Samuel Smith worked as a gardener which enabled him to buy a small
holding from George Fife Angas to establish Yalumba in 1849.
Today, Lindsay Park Stud ranks as one if the finest breeding and
training establishments in the world.  As “next door” neighbours,
Yalumba and Lindsay Park Stud have shared many visitors such as the
Duke of Edinburgh on the Royal visit in 1974, as well as many
prominent people from all walks of life, including 21 Australian and
International visiting cricket teams.
Colin Hayes and his wife are great hosts and have always served
Yalumba Wines to their visitors.  We find it a great pleasure to name
this Signature Claret after Colin.

The Label :

6 September 1989“The Lab” :

The Yalumba “Barrel Cellar” Tasting 1994:

Colin Hayes Blend Signature Series Claret.  “This wine is a blend of 55%
Cabernet Sauvignon and 45% Shiraz grown in the Barossa region.”

55% Cabernet Sauvignon, 45% Shiraz from the Barossa Valley 12 months in
French oak.

Cherry red - developing tawny hues.  Quite obvious fresh oak lift on the nose, which upon breathing reveals confectionery
red fruit.  Medium bodied palate with herbal cherry flavours and licorice.  Drinking well now.

The Yalumba “Barrel Cellar” Tasting November 2003:

Brick red in colour with brown edges.   A hint of volatility gives the briar and vanillin oak aromas a lift in the glass.
Delivers chocolate and char flavours in the mouth, backed by ripe, generous fruits that add mid-palate roundness and
sweetness.  3 stars


